bpb Weekend
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Crossword
Where There’s A Will
Study with William Dalrymple, use a 3D printer and practise your cross stitch.
Skill time with bpb's recap crossword this week.
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1. Amy Billimoria's House of Design at Juhu sells swimsuits by this
designer (5,5)
4. One of Hindi teacher Pallavi Singh’s favourite authors (9)
8 Across & 9 Down. One of the better cocktails at Bandra's Radio Bar (9,6)
10 Across & 17 Down. The new textile gallery at CSMVS features a jhabla
topi worn by this famous industrialist during his naming ceremony in 1839 (8,4)
11. Pallavi Singh also conducts Hindi classes over ___ (5)
14. You will find frames about this actor's famous War of The Worlds
broadcast adorning Radio Bar's walls (5,6)
16. See 18 Across
18 & 16 Across. If you order in advance, TimesResQ, a concierge service
for tourists and professionals will send over an ____ __ with your items
in the boot of the car (7,4-2)
20. At Amy Billimoria's House of Design we spotted a pair of high-waisted
linen pants with a ___ running up one leg (4)
21. Dadar's new Pramod Mahajan Kala Park is approximately __ acres in area (3)

Down
2. This tree at Pramod Mahajan Kala Park gets its name on account of its sour
milky sap (6,5)
3. This actor plays the role of Max in Mad Max: Fury Road (3,5)
5. See 6 Down
6 & 5 Down. Social at Lower Parel which focuses on the community workspace
aspect is teaming up with ____ ___ (6,6)
7. English singer who will be performing at Blue Frog's "The Metro Show" on
Wednesday (4,5)
9. See 8 Across
12. The textile gallery at CSMVS has this poet's couplets printed alongside their
exhibits (5)
13. DigiVation Digital Solutions are looking for a graphic designer with past experience
working on this software (9)
15. House of Lloyds' tiger prawns are seasoned with Goan ___ spices (6)
16. One of the Indian cities TimesResQ operates in ____(4)
17. See 10 Across
19. Goa's House of Lloyds is kick starting the Trekurious series at this pub in
Lower Parel (abbr) (3)
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